IHPI is one of the nation’s leading university-based institutes of health services researchers evaluating how healthcare works and how it can be improved, and advising policy makers to inform change.

**Evaluate impact of healthcare reform**

**Improve health of communities**

**Innovate in healthcare delivery**

**Promote greater value in healthcare**

**COLLABORATION**

**EVIDENCE**

**IMPACT**

**17**

U-M SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, AND INSTITUTES

**460+**

FACULTY MEMBERS

**5**

LOCAL PARTNERS
(Altarum, Arbor Research, CHRT, VA CCMR, Mathematica)

**OUR MEMBERS**

- Medical School
- Other U-M Members
- Nursing
- School of Public Health
- Business
- Dentistry
- Economics
- Engineering
- Information
- Kinesiology
- Law
- Pharmacy
- Public Policy
- Social Research
- Social Work

**$123 Million**

Health Services Research Dollars Spent in 2015 Fiscal Year

**87,000 Square Feet**

Space Supporting Interdisciplinary Collaboration

**Web**: ihpi.umich.edu  |  **Email**: ihpifeedback@umich.edu  |  **Twitter**: @UM_IHPI

**Addressing healthcare needs of children in poverty**

**Caring for an aging population**

**Making healthcare affordable**

**Addressing fragmented and uneven care quality**

**Overcoming disparities in care and outcomes**

**Improving safety**